
Study of Oral Transmission

4" References for or apainst acurar as to the type of institutions.

.j, x-27 Chad-wick, John, The Decipherment of Linear B, p. 132
Against ac-111-racy. On the other hand, where we can co'npare the eirdence of the

tablets with Homer in any detail, discrepancies are immediately obvious. The
rosition of the king may well be the same in both Homer and. the tablets; but what
has happened to his second in command, the Lawagetas? 1ot only is his name un
known to epic verse ( At could lot, be made to fit the scansion), but there is no
term which serves ins-ead. So, too, repeatedly with other features; it is all
very well to say that Homer is not interested in the details of land-tenure, but
even the eommon rcenaean term for a plot of land never occurs in t-e poems.
Several Pyios tablets list n a consistent order a grout. of nine important
villages; the coincidence that Homer, in the Ctalogie of Ships, also assigns
nine towns to the Pylian kingcm was quickly noted. But the two lists do not
match; Homer's includes ir1os, that of the table4s excludes it; and only one

" of the remaining eight names is the same, in both lists. The language cuntains
Mycenaean elements, it is true, but much is of far later date, and the old. and
new are mixed in such confusion that the frantic attemto of sho1ars to separate
them have produced little agreement or real progress. It would seem best neither
to exagerate

n1to
und.erestmate the Mycenaean relics in Homer.

Wace rind Stubbings on Homeric Institutions:' p. 431

" 4P'-48P "Burial Custons" by Geo. fl.E. ylonas

Kirk, G. S., The Sons o± Romer (1962) p. lO Exclusively Mycenaean ôjects
or practices are unfortunately very few, and those that can be associated only
with the Protogeometric or Geometric age - the whole period, from the mid
11th to the end of the Pth century - are no crnmoner. ''hey consist, as it
seems to me, of the following, . . .: the peacetime practice of cremation, the
use of a pair of throwinspars, Phoenician traders in Greek waters, and perhaps
the absence of writing.
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